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Preparation For Pentecost
Lord, I am Peter - not the rock
but the coward - swearing three times
in fear
overswept by waves of doubt
denying my allegiance.
I am the boisterous, the rugged, the brute,
finding it easier to defend you
with sword than to be
with you in prayer .
I am the fisher -Man with empty nets
sending the hungry and hurting away
wanting to build a tabernacle where
I could not pray.
Jesus, I come walking on the water
and sinking, terrified asking how often I should forgive
and seeing only emptiness in the tomb.
Lord, I am Pet er.
Breath e on me!
-
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By JAMES F. WHITE
hen evangelical writers speak of the role of
worship in the life of their churches, they
often quote A.W. Tozer, who wrote, nearly a
quarter of a century ago, that "Worship is the missing jewel of the evangelical Church." In those same
twenty-five years, a revolution has transformed the
worship of Roman Catholics and millions of Protestants in every part of the world. How has this
revolution affected the worship life of evangelical
churches? Is worship still "the missing jewel of the
evangelical Church"? To find answers, we need to explore the past sources of worship in the evangelical
churches, to look critically at the present situation,
and to examine factors currently operating to change
evangelical practice.

vangelicals are found in considerable numbers in
all the seven worship traditions of American
Protestantism: Lutheran, Anglican, Reformed, Free
Church, Quaker, Methodist and Pentecostal. But the
overwhelming majority of American evangelicals
(and the majority of American Protestants, for that
matter) belong to a church that worships in the Free
Church tradition. So pervasive is the Free Church
tradition
in America
that
the Reformed
(Presbyterian) and Methodist traditions have largely
collapsed into it, leaving few distinctive Reformed

and Methodist remnants in their worship. Something
over fifty million American Protestants worship in
one style or another of the Free Church tradition of
worship and a large portion of these millions are
evangelicals. I shall direct most of my comments,
then, to the Free Church tradition of worship.
The concentration of American evangelicals in the
Free Church tradition of worship has sound historical
roots. The Free Church tradition has its origins in the
desire of 16th-century Protestants to be free to order
worship according to the Word of God. In this, they
differed from the state-church reformations
of
Luther, Calvin, and Cranmer. The Free Church tradition insisted that those reformers, revered though
they were, had hesitated to go the full way in reforming worship completely according to God's Word.
Whether it was Anabaptists on the Continent,
Puritans in England, or Disciples of Christ on the
American frontier, the Free Church message was the
same: no compromise with human traditions in worship. Completing the work of reformation meant that
all of worship was to be shaped according to God's
will as declared in Scripture. This did not necessarily
mean the elimination of set liturgies, but it did mean
the end of much ceremonial for which biblical warrant was lacking. A good modern example of this
spirit is the avoidance in the Churches of Christ of all
musical instruments on the ground that their use
lacks scriptural warrant.
In its origins, then, Free Church worship was

James F. White is Director of Graduate Studies, the Department of
Theology, the University of Notre Dame.

*From The Reformed Journal (June 1986). Copyright William B.
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essentially worship patterned on the Bible. But
although traditions may preserve many original
characteristics, they do not remain static. The chief
change in the last two centuries in Free Church worship was movement not in a more scriptural direction

Time after time, in the history of the church,
Christians have tried to find a practical purpose for worship instead of worshiping for
its own sake.
but in a more practical one: worship was made
useful. Time after time, in the history of the church,
Christians have tried to find a practical purpose for
worship instead of worshiping for its own sake. Worship has been used to teach doctrine, improve
morals, even entertain. In the 19th century, Free
Church worship in America was put to work, in this
case the work of making converts. There was a vast
need in a largely unchurched nation to convert people to Christianity. Worship was used to do just that.
Worship became a means rather than an end in itself.
The net result was that revivalism reshaped Christian
worship in the Free Church tradition. Charles G. Finney, the greatest of the revivalists, could promise
that "the right use of means to raise grain" would
produce "a crop of wheat." And worship came to be
the prime means of planting the seed.
Thus the "freedom" of Free Church worship
became not so much freedom to follow God's word
but freedom to do what worked. In short, the Free
Church tradition became the practical tradition. Do
what works in worship-praying
by name, the anxious bench, protracted meetings, and other new
measures-and
forget the customs of the past that no
longer work. One can ignore psalms if gospel songs
work better; one can eliminate common prayer if
choral music is more productive. In other words, the
Free Church tradition forgot an essential aspect of
worship, that worship has no purpose except the service of God.
Worship came to work wonderfully well in making
converts for Methodists, Presbyterians, or Baptists.
As a result, their worship became increasingly similar
as Disciplines and Directories faded away in favor of
the new techniques that worked so well. Although
congregational autonomy in the ordering of worship
was an earmark of the Free Church, in practice there
came to be little variety in worship among congregations or even denominations. (The Disciples of Christ
alone stood out for their insistence on the weekly
practice of the Lord's Supper as in the New Testament Church.) The result of the prevalence of Free
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Church worship was not immense variety as one
might expect, but a very similar order of Sunday
worship that varied little in structure whether in
Methodist, Baptist, or independent congregations.
The usual order is a three-part structure: opening
acts, a fervent sermon, and a harvest of those touched by the morning's sermon. The opening acts
(significantly, often called "preliminaries") usually
include hymns, choral music, a pastoral prayer, a
Scripture lesson, and an offering. The style of these
varies according to the cultural milieu of the congregation, but the structure changes little. The sermon is often a call to decision for Christ. The harvest
usually includes an invitation to join the church or to
be baptized. This often is followed by the singing of a
hymn during which the candidates gather, then
comes their reception, and, finally, the dismissal of
everyone. There is nothing the least bit scriptural
about the order; its only credential has been effectiveness in making converts.
The result of all this, no matter how sophisticated
the music and preaching may get, is a worship tradition shaped more to producing converts or fresh
adherents than to prayer and praise. This pattern is
beautifully portrayed on television on several channels each Sunday. At worst, the music is used as a
softening-up technique, playing on sentiments and
emotions; at best, the music becomes a means of proclaiming God's Word. In either case, it is music

The prayer and praise of Christian people is
no preliminary. They are the basic reason
the primitive church assembled and an
essential part of the breaking of bread
together.

geared to accomplishing a purpose rather than a
spontaneous outpouring of praise. Unfortunately,
the essence of the historic Free Church tradition,
namely to worship God as God prescribed, for which
Anabaptists and Puritans suffered imprisonment and
death, has been forsaken.

II

G

iven these historical
developments,
has
evangelical
worship
today managed
to
outgrow its 19th-century utilitarianism? How successful have American evangelicals been in returning
to scripturally based practices in worship rather than
functionally useful ones? We shall discuss four areas
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in which most evangelical worship, because of commitment to other priorities, still seems to ignore its
scriptural foundations: the role of the community,
the order of worship, the use of Scripture itself, and
the sacraments.

an essential dimension of worship. Far from being
merely instrumental (in producing converts) the
church is essential as itself a foretaste of life in the
kingdom of God.
Thus one of the greatest apostasies of evangelical

Oneof the great

losses of the nineteenth century was
that of any strong sense of the church as the community of "those who were being saved." The unity
of the church is everywhere an essential part of the
biblical witness to New Testament worship. The
oneness of the Body of Christ, about which Paul
speaks so eloquently in 1 Corinthians 12 and Romans
12, was overlooked in favor of a fierce individualism.
Revivalism sought to bring individuals to faith; it virtually ignored the church as the community of faith
where the Christian life is lived in the Body of Christ.
The central concern of revivalism was with producing an individual relationship with God. The Church
existed largely as a catalyst to make this reaction take
place but it was no part of the new compound. The
model of the Church was proclamation, not life
together. Individuals heard the call to repentance and
faith in the context of worship but the church itself
was not an intrinsic part of the message.
The picture of the individual alone with God is
anything but the New Testament image of Christian
worship. Paul's criterion for worship is clear: "All of
these must aim at one thing: to build up the church"
(1 Cor. 14:26). For the New Testament Christian, the

Choral music has become, to a large extent,
a reflection of upward social mobility in a
congregation: the more sophisticated the
people, the more singing tends to be
delegated to trained singers.

assembled church seems to be central in worship; to
the modern evangelical it often seems simply an
option. The gathered community can even be traded
in for a television audience!
The New Testament speaks most emphatically
about the church when it mentions the sacraments.
Paul's metaphor of the body is strong in many places
when he speaks of baptism: "We were all brought into one body by baptism, in the one Spirit" (1 Cor.
12:13). It is no less strong with regard to the Lord's
Supper: "Because there is one loaf, we, many as we
are, are one body; for it is one loaf of which we all
partake" (1 Cor. 10:17). Many other instances could
be cited to show that for the New Testament church
the "koinonia" (community) in the Body of Christ is

Revivalism sought to bring individuals to
faith; it virtually ignored the church as the
community of faith where the Christian life
is lived in the Body of Christ.
worship today is the unscriptural notion of the
church that still lingers, that the church is merely an
instrument in gaining citizens for the future kingdom
rather than involved as an essential part of life in the
kingdom itself. Evangelicals need to recover the
value that the New Testament itself attributes to life
in the Body of Christ here and now. The church as an
optional collection of individuals is simply not
faithful to the biblical witness.

A second area of unresolved difficulty is in the stillprevalent order of worship concocted by revivalism:
preliminaries, a sermon, and harvest. The basic
orientation of this order is, as we have said, worship
as a means for changing humans rather than our
offering of praise and glory to God. Worship directed
to changing humans is hardly the offering of
ourselves, a living sacrifice, dedicated and fit for his
(God's) acceptance, the worship offered by heart and
mind" (Rom. 12:1). By focusing on the human
object, much evangelical worship misses the center of
biblical worship, the celebration of what God has
done, is doing, and promises yet to do. The concentration on humans makes us overlook the real object
of worship, God.
In the early church, the church of the martyrs, the
unconverted were not even allowed to be present to
pray with the congregation of the faithful. They were
ushered out after hearing the preaching of the Word
so they could not contaminate the worship of "those
baptized in the Lord's name" (Didache 9:5). Worship
was primarily for faithful Christians to offer their
worship "by heart and mind." This function had been
largely relegated to the preliminaries, those parts of
the service preceding the sermon. Yet the prayer and
praise of Christian people is no preliminary. They are
the basic reason the primitive church assembled and
an essential part of the breaking of bread together.
It is shocking to visit evangelical churches today
where corporate prayer has almost completely disappeared except for a rapid recitation of the Lord's
Prayer. The rest of prayer is relegated to the pastoral
5

prayer which, all too often, turns out to be filled with
preaching or announcements. The sense is largely absent that the community gathers together to join in
prayer of many voices. If the pastor has largely
monopolized prayer, the choir has often done the
same with the musical portions of the service. Frequently, choral music simply replaces congregational
song. Indeed, choral music has become, to a large extent, a reflection of upward social mobility in a congregation: the more sophisticated the people, the
more singing tends to be delegated to trained singers.
When the sermon is placed close to the end of the
service, it becomes the chief focus. People come to
worship to hear Pastor Smith rather than to offer
prayer and praise together as in the biblical accounts.
As worship becomes more professional, congregational participation declines. It is forgotten that in the
Puritan meeting the congregation had the last word,
for it could question the preacher's handling of Scripture.
The whole shape of the usual order of worship in
evangelical churches deserves serious scrutiny in light

sermon text. What is actually being said in these services. The mass proclaims that Scripture is a basic
part of the Christian life; the evangelical service indicates that Scripture is an option used as necessary.
This "when convenient" use of Scripture in most
evangelical services is hardly different from similar
use of Scripture in the most liberal of Protestant
churches.
Scripture is read in worship as God's Word to
God's people. Although the sermon is usually based
on a biblical text, the sermon in no way replaces
hearing God's Word read for its own sake. Our
earliest detailed description of Christian worship says
"the memoirs of the apostles or the writings of the
prophets are read as long as time permits" (Justin,
First Apology 67). If persecuted Christians would
risk their very lives to hear God's Word read, certainly such reading has value today. As the community
listens to the readings, it recovers its own corporate
memories and receives its own identity. Each reading
is an interpretation through which the voice and
body of the reader give a here-and-now quality to

All revivalism needed was a verse or two to launch a sermon. But a community
of faith needs a strong diet of God's Word both read and preached. One can
hardly blame many modern Christians for their biblical illiteracy.

of Paul's dictum that worship be a "living sacrifice"
of ourselves. The "preliminaries" should be seen to be
important acts of offering, the sermon ought to come
near the center of the service, and the congregation
must unite in response to the good news it has heard
by joining in prayer of intercession and thanksgiving.
Then worship would be more closely modeled on the
biblical witness. A worship centering on our
activities is not likely to produce martyrs; the worship of the New Testament church with its focus on
God's work produced many living sacrifices. Worship, after all, is largely a response to God's work.
The community's response, its "so-what" to what it
has heard about God's work, should be ringing from
the rafters as the people depart.

A

third area in which evangelical churches seem to
be unscriptural is in the actual use of Scripture in
worship itself. It is an amazing contrast to go from a
Roman Catholic Sunday mass with three full lessons
from Scripture plus a psalm, to a so-called
"evangelical" service, with only a few verses read as a
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timeless truth.
The most conspicuous change in worship in many
Protestant churches during the last decade has been
the widespread
adoption
of the ecumenical
lectionary. This three-year cycle of three lessons
(usually Old Testament, Epistle, and Gospel) for
each Sunday and major festival has brought about
significant restructurings of the order of worship and
major changes in preaching. Nearly half the United
Methodist and Presbyterian congregations in this
country now structure their worship around the three
lessons, whereas ten years ago few services had more
than a single brief lesson. Psalms, hymns, or anthems
link the passages with responses of praise or commentary. Preaching has moved much more in the
direction of biblical interpretation rather than being
topical or problem-centered. The sale of commentaries has soared. In the process, the church year has
been rediscovered as a means of putting worshipers
in closer touch with the life of Christ.
A major question evangelical churches must face
today is how much they wish their worship to reflect

the centrality of Scripture in the Christian life. All
revivalism needed was a verse or two to launch a sermon. But a community of faith needs a strong diet of
God's Word both read and preached. One can hardly
blame many modern Christians for their biblical

A worship centering on our activities is not
likely to produce martyrs; the worship of
the New Testament church with its focus on
God's
work produced
many living
sacrifices.

illiteracy when even at worship they hear only a few
verses of Scripture read.
Preaching has gained much from the new use of the
lectionary.
Studies
show
that the average
Presbyterian pastor preaches from no more than
sixty-five biblical texts, for the most part those userfriendly texts with which he or she feels comfortable.
The lectionary has forced the preacher to triple his or
her repertoire and to study many unfamiliar texts. In
that wrestling with difficult texts, preaching has
grown in depth as well as relevance.
Evangelicals have much to rejoice in as they see
lectionary reading and preaching spreading within
Protestantism. It is the most encouraging sign we
have of a new seriousness about the Bible in worship.
When will evangelicals themselves join in this
recovery of the use of the Bible in worship?
Finally, evangelicals have tended to prefer an
approach to the sacraments more characteristic of the
rationalism of the 18th-century Enlightenment than
of the New Testament. The New Testament church
certainly considered the sacraments central in its life
together, even to the point of daily breaking bread in
the Jerusalem church (Acts 2:46). Baptism is prominent throughout Acts and Epistles.
If sacraments played a central role in worship of
the New Testament church, they certainly do not do
so for most American Protestants other than the
Disciples of Christ and Churches of Christ. The view
of the sacraments as divinely appointed means of
grace, so characteristic
of Luther, Calvin, the
Puritans, and Wesley, has little currency in most
evangelical churches, even those where the Lord's
Supper is celebrated weekly. The Enlightenment
disbelief that anything physical can convey the
spiritual, although at odds with Scripture, still dictates the approach of most evangelicals to the
sacraments. In other areas, they would repudiate
Enlightenment rationalism as faithless and shallow,

but such rationalism seems to be accepted uncritically with regard to the sacraments. The Enlightenment did not abolish sacraments, but it did relegate
them to the margin of church life by making them
merely the pious memory exercises of humans rather
than divine means of grace through which God
works.
The traditional view that God works through the
sacraments in gracious self-giving is certainly closer
to the feeding on the body and blood of Christ that
Paul speaks of as the proclamation of the death of the
Lord (1 Cor. 11:26). The Enlightenment saw that
moral values could be encouraged by the sacraments,
but the agency was entirely human: simply people
reminding other people of what God had once done.
This is quite different from discerning the body of the
living Lord, failure to do which proved fatal to some
Corinthian Christians (1 Cor. 11:30).
The legacy of the Enlightenment among American
evangelicals led to infrequent celebration of the
Lord's Supper and then in a most perfunctory
fashion. Instead, preaching tended to make worship
more cerebral as if there were no need for God's love
to be made visible in sacraments. Indeed, the term
"ordinance" was often substituted for "sacrament"
and tended to foster a legalistic attitude. Christ commanded baptism (Matt. 28:19) and said "Do this" of
the Lord's Supper (1 Cor. 11:24-25). The legalistic
term "ordinance" hardly touches the sense of mystery
in God's self-giving that sacrament implies.
As yet, the return to richer sacramental worship in
many Protestant churches has not been reflected
among evangelicals. It may well be that recovery of
frequent celebration of the Lord's Supper on the New
Testament pattern would help evangelicals to recover
the biblical sense of community, to gain a more adequate order of worship, and to bring the Scriptures to
a greater centrality in worship. These four reforms
are the well springs of the worship revolution of our
times. They ought to bring joy to the hearts of
evangelicals, for they are deep and biblical springs.

III

T

here has never been a period in church history
when worship remained absolutely unchanging. Even the Eastern Orthodox churches continue to
adapt their worship to modern times and conditions,
albeit without altering a single word. Like any other
human activity, worship continues to change to this
day. Not all such change is beneficial, as we have
shown in surveying t:he deterioration of Free Church
biblicism into American pragmatism. What factors
are working today to move evangelical worship in
more scriptural directions? What more can be done
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to accelerate the process?
The Protestant Reformation of the sixteenth century was largely brought about by scholars, and
most major reform movements since have been led
by scholars. Competent scholarship is essential to insure that changes in worship are based on solid
biblical, historical, theological, and pastoral principles. Otherwise worship change is all too subject to
personal hobbies and notions and to factors irrelevant to the gospel.

The Enlightenment
did not abolish
sacraments, but it did relegate them to the
margin of church life by making them
merely the pious memory exercises of
humans rather than divine means of grace
through which God works.

Evangelicals have barely begun to invest the time
and energy in liturgical studies that must undergird
useful change. The Roman Catholic liturgical revolution, climaxing in 1963, represented sixty years of
scholarly preparation. A symbol of the present state
of evangelical liturgical studies was the recent
republication by a major evangelical publishing
house of a 1936 book on worship. Yet more has happened to change worship in the last fifty years than in
the previous four hundred years. To trail half a century behind in the study of worship is not something
to publicize!
There are a few bright moments to celebrate. A
highly respected New Testament scholar, Ralph P.
Martin of Fuller Theological Seminary, has led the
way with several significant books, including Worship in the Early Church (1964), Carmen Christi
(1967), and The Worship of God (1982). He begins
where all serious liturgical scholarship must start,
with the worship of the first-century church.
Another pioneer is Professor Robert E. Webber of
Wheaton College. Well versed in current liturgical
scholarship, he has been a vigorous advocate of the
idea that the maturity of American evangelicalism
should be reflected in church consciousness and worship renewal. His Common Roots (1978) and his textbook Worship Old and New (1982) are faithful to
evangelical principles yet yearn for greater historical
rooting in the wider traditions of Christian worship.
Professor Thomas Howard of Gordon College has
written apologetic works, especially The Liturgy Explained (1981) and Evangelical Is Not Enough (1984).
A kindred spirit is Peter E. Gillquist, The Physical
Side of Being Spiritual (1979).
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These have been joined by less scholarly works in
recent years, most notably Ronald Allen and Gordon
Borror's Worship: Rediscovering the Missing Jewel
(1982) and Robert G. Rayburn's O Come, Let Us
Worship (1980). Others have contributed on the
popular level: Anne Ortlund, Up With Worship
(1975); Judson Cornwall, Let Us Worship (1983);
Anne Murchison, Praise and Worship (1981); John
MacArthur, Jr., The Ultimate Priority (1983); and
Paul E. Engle, Discovering the Fullness of Worship
(1981). Some of these writings, however, simply
assume that worship scholarship either does not exist
or is irrelevant.
Beyond the development of scholarship about
worship is the need to make the study of worship
a vital part of the seminary preparation of future
ministers. The great evangelical seminaries have
developed impressive faculties in recent years. Yet,
not a single one has on its faculty a person who has
completed Ph.D. studies in Christian worship. Until
such scholars are trained, worship will either not be
taught at all or will be taught by people who have not
done advanced study of their subjects. Seminaries
would hardly tolerate such a situation in ethics, New
Testament, or pastoral counseling. A genuine commitment of people and resources is necessary.
Library materials must be built up in the field. (Some
of the most valuable books in my personal library
were discards from a leading evangelical seminary
library.)
Programs in sacred music are no substitute for the
serious study of worship. Quite frankly, a degree in
sacred music without substantial study of worship
may equip one to do the church more harm than
good. Music professionalism tends to stress quality
of performance rather than congregational participation. If music is to be used for anything other than a
softening-up technique or a flaunting of sophistication, it must become an integral part of the order of
worship and the church year. The church musician
must have pastoral and theological training as well as
musical skills.
Beyond scholarship and seminary teaching are
other necessities for constructive worship change
among evangelicals. Many denominations
have
come to regard denominational staff in worship as
essential. Yet where is the evangelical worship executive? Or better still, let us ask: "Where is the person trained to fill such a position were it open?" It is
not a job for a benevolent amateur but for someone
with the scholarly training and pastoral experience to
answer questions, produce publications, and to conduct workshops for clergy and laity.
(Continued on page 14)

Old Hymns And
Other Exposed Nerves
The Perils of Re-Editing "Old Blue"

By JACK BOYD

E

very publication, whether dictionary, road map,
or translation of the Bible, needs occasional fine
tuning. After six decades in four different forms,
Great Songs of the Church, No. 2 was in desperate
need of revising and upgrading. Elmer Leon Jorgenson published the original work in 1921, added a
Supplement in 1922, then completely re-edited the
work in 1937 into what many of us came to call
simply Great Songs or Old Blue. In 1975 a Supplement of 70 songs was added.
The 1975 Supplement was merely a stopgap
measure until a thorough editing job could be done.
In 1981 Dr. William Teague, President of Abilene
Christian University, gathered a small committee and
charged it with the job of building a new Great
Songs. Dr. Forrest McCann, Professor of English and
a longtime friend of Great Songs editor E.L. Jorgenson, was appointed Chairman and General Editor. I
was to be Music Editor.
The problems came early and often. Almost
without exception, a body at rest not only tends to
remain at rest, it fights any suggestion that movement is beneficial. Within our brotherhood (i.e.,
Churches of Christ) we have widely differing ideas of
what is religious, what is music, and what is religious
music. Some church musicians, unsure of the true
goal of a "worship" service, confuse stylistic elements
and habits with worship requirements. When the
news surfaced that a new edition of Great Songs was
in the works, quite a number of well-meaning Christians insisted that "our people can only sing with
shaped notes." We heard that "the young people will
reject the book if there is not a sizeable number of
youth songs" and "if you put in any of those youth
Jack Boyd teaches musicology and music history and is Music
Editor of the Great Songs of the Church, Revised.

songs nobody will buy the book." We were given to
understand, usually with a passionate vocabulary,
that "our" hymnal should emphasize (pick one) more
or fewer hymns on evangelism, more or fewer gospel
songs, more or fewer established international
hymns, et al. Yes, put in congregational readings
because they will help the worship. No, don't put in
congregational readings because it will look too
much like a "denominational" hymnal.

0

ur first decision was a firm commitment to
produce
the finest
hymnal
available
anywhere, inside or outside our brotherhood, which
meant a hymnal containing a wide variety of the
finest hymns and religious songs in an attractive format that could be read easily. This meant going
beyond the current cut-and-paste method of production in which an editor simply cuts pages from
several hymnals and prints the resulting book by
photo-offset. Music with performance difficulties
would be edited or rearranged, texts with obscure
phrases would be changed or explained in footnotes,
the visual image of the finished product would be
tasteful and an incentive to worship.
We knew producing such a hymnal for our current
churches would be difficult because any of the above
decisions would be questioned, ridiculed, or even
actively denounced. The phrase "finest hymns and
religious songs" is highly subjective. A format that is
attractive to what group? Easily read meant larger
print; but that in turn meant larger page size, heavier
weight, and greater expense. Not really knowing the
hornet's nest we were stirring up, we plunged
fearlessly if ignorantly ahead.
Our second decision was to select an Advisory
Committee
stretching
not only across
our
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brotherhood (using that term in it's biblical rather
than sectarian sense) but even into other countries,
We eventually wound up with an international group
of over sixty men and women covering all of our
main theological concepts and geographical locations, These people were sent three printed forms and
told to give us (1) the twenty-five hymns currently in
Great Songs they believed should remain in the new
hymnal, (2) the twenty-five hymns currently in Great
Songs they believed should be deleted from the new

Children of Christians growing up in suburban Cleveland or downtown Los Angeles
must hear hymns which speak to their own
situation, not merely rural Indiana in the
1930s and 1940s.
hymnal, and (3) twenty-five hymns not in Great
Songs which should be added to the new hymnal.
After making a complete listing of all of the new
hymns suggested, the editorial committee worked
many hours singing through and talking about every
new song or hymn suggested by the members of the
Advisory Committee as well as all others sent in or
phoned in by interested bystanders. Since there was a
fair amount of duplication among the listings, we
wound up considering just under eight hundred new
hymns.
At the same time every song in Great Songs, No, 2
was discussed and evaluated. Everything was questioned: appropriateness for modern congregations,
too many or too few stanzas, archaic expressions to
be left or changed, difficult music to be ignored or
rearranged, the inclusion of congregational readings,
and, of course, the final decision on round notes vs,
shaped notes,
Part of the rationale for producing a new hymnal
was the basic fact that our brotherhood has come a
long ways in the past sixty years. We are no longer
primarily a rural people. We live in a vast number of
situations doing a wide variety of jobs requiring extensive experience and training, Some of our people
have farm or ranch backgrounds, and these Christians have a right to some hymns referring to such
professions. At the same time the majority of Christians live in towns or huge cities where the pressures
are different and making it through the day requires a
different vocabulary. Children of Christians growing
up in suburban Cleveland or downtown Los Angeles
must hear hymns which speak to their own situation,
not merely rural Indiana in the 1930s and 1940s (my
own background). Hymns of all types had been included in Great Songs No. 2, but for Great Songs,
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Revised the percentages had to be readjusted.
Some hymns were simply out of date in either text
or music. "Each Cooing Dove," with its late Victorian imagery of flow'ry glen, mossy dell, sighing
bough and cooing dove has little to do with modern
vocabularies. Although we knew there are dozens if
not hundreds of people for whom such archaic verbiage is still an emotional undergirding,
we also
knew they form a tiny percentage of the users of the
hymnal. While we were determined that every singer
in a church would be considered, it was obvious that
certain styles had to be limited so other neglected
styles could be included or expanded. Great Songs,
Revised was designed with a new century and a
broad-based constituency in mind.

T

o get this widely varying hymnody and increased worship vocabulary, we wanted to include newly written and composed hymns. Here we
ran into a lot of problems. I dislike saying it, but
from an artistic standpoint ours is only a semi-literate
brotherhood. Our committee received many hymns
from various places in our country and except for
two hymns we had to eliminate each of them from inclusion in the new edition. The music was usually
amateurish and occasionally unsignable; the texts
were often naively sentimental and littered with poor
grammar and dated vocabulary. In a handful of cases
we commissioned certain people we knew and
trusted to write either texts or music for specific
hymns, and even these underwent editorial surgery.
To obtain the proper type and level of hymn, our
committee was forced to look at established hymns
which came from outside our own historical boundaries. Our international Advisory Committee was a
great help in that it provided a huge listing of poten-

Almost without exception, a body at rest
not only tends to remain at rest, it fights any
suggestion that movement is beneficial.

tial hymns, far more than we could ever include.
Our first job was to eliminate any hymn with a
questionable text. No matter how artistically the
words were crafted or how easily they rolled off the
tongue, if the text gave an incorrect or confused
message it was unceremoniously dropped, The same
applied to the music for new hymns. The music for
our worship must be considered primarily a vehicle
for the words, not an artistic or recreational goal in
itself. Melodies, no matter how attractive, were
eliminated which were more applicable to trained
choirs than congregations of amateur singers. Com-
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plicated harmonies might be simplified, but we had
to be wary of destroying the integrity of the music.
Alto, tenor or bass lines might be so complicated (or
so boring!) that the music would impair any message
present in the text.
For this reason we decided to tidy up the notes of
not only the hymns new to the hymnal but also many
of our hymns we have sung since childhood. There
are certain performing difficulties which should have
been seen to when first included in Great Songs and
other hymnals, but for some reason (tradition, personal taste, cowardice, musical ignorance, sloth)
these problem areas have been allowed to remain. A
tenor entrance in the chorus of "Why Did My Savior
Come to Earth" sounded more like a trumpet fanfare
than a worshipful statement. Adjusting the note
angered several tenors, but it makes a much better
worship statement.
The basic problem with hymnals using the cutand-paste method of editing is that nothing has truly
been changed; the same styles of hymns are just placed in a different order with difficulties and inanities

Melodies, no matter how attractive, were
eliminated which were more applicable to
trained
choirs
than congregations
of
amateur singers.

intact. Much of the music for the hymns we currently
use was originally designed to be performed in services where the organ or piano played the harmonies
and the congregation sang only the melody, a situation with few performance problems. Unfortunately,
what lies well under the fingers of an organist is not
necessarily what can be sung easily in four parts by
an unaccompanied congregation. A high percentage
of the hymns, both those already in Great Songs as
well as the new additions, were edited for ease of
singing. Possibly two-thirds of all the hymns were
touched up, over two dozen underwent major
surgery, and several were given completely new
arrangements
designed specifically for congregational singing. Several people have complained about
the changed notes, but no one has suggested that the
new notes are harder to sing. Simplification and ease
of singing were always the goals.
It is obvious that new texts are more easily learned
than new music. For this reason 45 tunes are used
twice, and another six tunes are used three times
each. This means a congregation which learns 51
tunes will in actuality be able to sing a total of 108
different hymn texts. Since the text is the most impor-

tant part of the hymn, it is obvious that a congregation taught even a small number of new tunes will increase its worship vocabulary enormously.

H

ymns which we have heard since before we
could speak sentences provide us with enormous emotional benefits. To a great extent these
religious texts and tunes define our understanding of
our world and our God. Much of our religious
vocabulary (and thus our understanding of our God
and ourselves) come from those hymns we heard
almost monthly from birth. Many of our Christian
brothers and sisters come to us with a worship
background which used a totally different set of
hymns. One of our editorial goals was to use hymns
from a variety of sources so these new additions to
our brotherhood could hear hymns which they, too,
have heard from childhood. Obviously, these hymns
written by "outsiders" were examined closely for
scriptural accuracy; but that didn't stop the carping
of a few critics who found guilt by association in the
new hymns because the texts could be found in
"denominational" hymnals (little realizing that fully
90 percent of the hymns commonly used in any of
our brotherhood hymnals come from writers outside
our own fellowship).
Although at first blush it appears that Great Songs,
Revised is a brand new hymnal, in actuality part or
all of 402 hymns, or exactly 60 percent, of the 670
hymns from Great Songs No. 2 were retained. In 38
hymns an established text was given a more singable
or more appropriate hymn tune. Similarly, in 26 instances a favorite tune was given a different text.
Only 157 hymns or 28 percent are totally new.

What lies well under the fingers of an
organist is not necessarily what can be sung
easily in four parts by an unaccompanied
congregation.
Since its inception Great Songs of the Church has
used an alphabetical format with the hymns listed
according to first lines. However, over the years the
various editions mutated until the final Great Songs
with Supplement had a total of five different
alphabetical sections; Gospel Songs, Hymns, Special
Songs, Songs for Children, and The Supplement.
Thus the alphabetical arrangement had become virtual! y useless, particular! y since the stylistic
differences between gospel songs and hymns was so
nebulous that some of each got in the opposite
sections. It was decided to use a topical arrangement
with hymns of similar characteristics
grouped
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together for convenience, Even this caused some consternation for a few devotees of Great Songs,
It quickly became clear that some topical areas and
styles had been overemphasized while others were
given short shrift. For all of our vaunted "emphasis
on the word," hymns about the Scriptures were virtually nonexistent. The Holy Spirit is mentioned over
eighty times in the New and Old Testaments, but
finding a hymn about the Holy Spirit in brotherhood
hymnals is almost impossible, Several of each class
were added to Great Songs, Revised,
Since we are an evangelistic brotherhood, our
hymnals have tended to emphasize evangelism and
the benefits of a Christian life, Unfortunately, far too
small a percentage of our hymns have been concerned with hymns of praise and hymns of prayer. We
tried to remedy this imbalance with the added
hymns.
Because several new gospel songs have come into
general use over the past two decades, we added such
titles as "Victory in Jesus," "Because He Lives," "Our
God, He is Alive," and other popular titles. With
these songs, as with all of the additions, our goal was
to provide music and text that "bids the Christian
worship," No song was included just because it was
fun to sing or because a congregation will sound loud
when it is used, Worship and the Christian experience was always the goal.

T

he final decision was one of the most difficult
and the most controversial: round note vs,
shaped note edition. First, some history. Shaped
notes have been around for over a thousand years,
since they were first used in Gregorian chant notation. Later various styles of "Patent Notes" (so called
because an inventor could get a patent or copyright
on his particular brand) came into being primarily in
rural areas of America during the late 18th and early
19th centuries, Without exception these sub-styles of
notation have died out except within the hymnals of
a handful of religious groups, primarily rural Baptist
churches, Pentecostal churches, and Churches of
Christ,
Several people wrote us to say that "almost
everybody in the church reads shaped notes," While
this may be true for a tiny handful of congregations
scattered across the so-called Bible Belt, some
research proved what many of us already suspected:
readers of shaped notes are a disappearing breed.
Each semester I ask my classes at Abilene Christian
University, first, how many can read shaped notes,
and second, how many must have shaped notes to
read hymns, Out of a hundred students in a Music
Appreciation class (non-music majors) possibly three
or four can even read shaped notes, and usually one
or even none say shaped notes are necessary for
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reading music. Most of the college-age students have
no idea what those funny shaped things are. One
other interesting figure: the last edition of the Baptist
Hymnal was published in both a round note and a
shaped note edition. When I asked Dr. William
Reynolds, the editor of the Baptist Hymnal, about
the sales for the two hymnals, he said, "97 percent
round notes, 3 percent shaped notes."
We have seen shaped notes in our hymnals for so
many years and decades that they have come to
mean "religious music," and "that little church I used
to attend," and "the songs my mother hummed," and
all of those other memories we hold so dear. Some
think shaped notes are more easily taught. The truth
is that round notes can be taught as quickly as shaped
notes, and the learner who is taught to read round
notes is prepared for reading other music. Are they
easier to read? Only if that's all you've been taught.
Further, we found it impossible to find an engraver
(or music typist) who could prepare shaped note
plates that were up to the quality we wished for
Great Songs, Revised. We were determined to have a
publication equaling the standards of the finest hymnals the world could offer. None of the shaped note
engravers could approach this quality. The only
alternative was to use round notes. The good news,
of course, is that Abilene Christian University will

To a great extent religious texts and tunes
define our understanding of our world and
our God. Much of our religious vocabulary
(and thus our understanding of our God and
ourselves) come from those hymns we heard
almost monthly from birth.

keep the shaped note version of Great Songs of the
Church No. 2, with Supplement in print for the
foreseeable future for those congregations who prefer
to sing with shaped notes.
Since our brotherhood,
like others across the
world, is an aging group, we were determined to
have a hymnal with an easily read type face. A simple and uncluttered type face was chosen with the
numberings of the hymns large and in bold face. Further, the paper was to be non-glare and we demanded
that the binding should last a minimum of five years.
One element new to Great Songs (and to most
hymnals favored by our brotherhood) was the series
(Continued on page 22)

Bruce L. Edwards
Book Review Editor

Great Songs Of The Church
General Editor, Forrest M. McCann.
Abilene: ACU Press, 1986. Hardcover, 673 hymns, $7.95.
Reviewed by Reid Lancaster

Choosing a hymnal for a local congregation is a very difficult thing to do.
A great deal of committee work with
negotiations and compromises is called
for. After a decision is made, all the
work can be discredited when one or
two negative comments shatter the
egos of the committee members.
Nine months ago our church went
through the hymnal selection process
when ACU's GREAT SONGS OF THE
CHURCH was only a table of contents. But now that the new hymnal
has been completed, we on the committee are having second thoughts
about the songbook we eventually
chose. The layout of the ACU book is a
marvelous display of excellence. The
very appearance of the hymnal projects the kind of dignity the Lord
deserves. This new hymnal looks like
the best of the hymnals offered by
other denominations: it has a larger
format, an elegant cover, and nicely
printed songs with congregational
readings printed among the hymns.
With a few simple alterations for
accompanists, the book could easily
compete with other hymnals in the
larger other-than-Church-of-Christ
market.
One of the most obvious improvements in this book over so many others
is the resetting of the type on all the
songs. In our more familiar Church of

Christ hymnals the editors have simply
photocopied a previous edition of each
song and included it in their own
songbooks. The only thread that
unifies such books is the use of new
numbers printed at the top of each
song! ACU has gone to the expense of
resetting each song in a consistent type
style throughout the book-a worthwhile expense. But what happened to
those nifty shaped notes? They're
gone! This archaic notation has been
replaced by the round notes that the
rest of the musical world uses.
The song credits were the next things
that caught my eye. The credits are
moved to the end of each song. They
include a scriptural reference, lyric
author and dates, music author and
dates, arranger's initials, and necessary
copyright information. The top of each
song is left uncluttered so that performance notes can be easily seen.
Arrangements appear to be well
done and very singable by the average
congregation. Music editor Jack Boyd
arranged many of the songs using his
characteristic
unison introductions
which provide a nice clean beginning
to those songs. The arrangements seem
to have had the nominal singer in
mind.
The music
work was
Reid Lancaster is Music Minister and
Church Administrator for Central Church
of Christ in Irving, Texas.

done by Musictype of Omaha, Arkansas. This is the same company which
has done the typography for several of
the new hymnals published of late by
other denominations. The use of one
music typographer,
rather
than
dividing the job among several companies for time economy, was a wise
move. This method produces a more
consistent notation pattern unifying
the book's musical appearance. I must
say, however, that I'm disappointed
with inconsistent use of slurs in the
notation. There is a disagreement,
usually between instrumental
and
choir people, in regard to the use of
barred eighth notes. The old school of
choir notation was to flag all eighth
notes. In the occurence of a slur between eighth notes, the notes would
simply be barred. But for the last ten
years or so it has become customary
for even choir notation to utilize bars
throughout. The inconsistency appears
when barred eighth notes are to be
slurred: sometimes the bar infers slur,
and at other times it doesn't. This
problem exists with the new hymnal;
though the choir people may choose to
see no problem at all. This is obviously
a technical disagreement that presents
little problem for the unconcerned
hymn singer.
The scripture selections printed
among the songs are nice additions to
the book. The foreward suggests the
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passages be used in private devotions
and as public readings or congregational readings in worship. This could
be a great enhancement to corporate
worship, especially to congregations
who don't use a printed program on
which these readings could be printed.
The editorial committee used conservative wisdom in deleting the Apostles'
Creed and other traditional readings
used in other leading hymnals.
The topical listing of the songs in the
hymnal is very helpful in the planning
of worship services. The categories are
well thought out and could easily be
the outline for a systematic theology of
the Church of Christ. One tell-tale sign
of our heritage is the single category
entitled "The Holy Spirit and the Holy
Scriptures."
The indices are remarkable. The first
of the five indices is the alphabetical
list of the authors and their dates. The
next is an index of tunes (though I have
never understood the need for such),
followed by a scripture index giving
scriptural reference to probably all the
songs. The fourth index is a more
precise topical listing of the hymns in
ninety-eight
categories.
And, of
course,
the last index
is the
alphabetical listing of all the song
titles. All the songs are given the first
lines as titles. Therefore, the first line
index IS the title index. Clever!
One major deficiency I see in the
hymnal is indeed a major one for me

and our hymnal selection committee. It
has to do with the actual contents of
the book. After having checked the
topical index in each hymnal for a
good balance in every category, we
checked to see if a variety of musical
styles were expressed. We divided
songs into four major styles: majestic
hymns (e.g. "A Mighty Fortress Is Our
God"), traditional hymns ("A Wonderful Savior"), "footstompers"
("This
World Is not my Home") and contemporary songs ("A Common Love").
Seemingly for a hymnal to be practical
for a congregation it needs to contain a
healthy number of each of these styles
to accommodate the emotions of the
church on different occasions. As I
looked at GREAT SONGS OF THE
CHURCJ-I, I noted that there was a
hefty amount of majestic hymns and
traditional
songs.
There
were,
however, almost no contemporary
songs and "footstompers." The lack of
contemporary
songs could be supplemented by inserting at the back of
each hymnal one of Sweet's REJOICE
AND SING songbooks. But, when the
mood called for a "footstomper," the
church's toes would be stilled.
Major problem number two deals
with the basic philosophy of the selection of the contents. In one of the promotional pieces about the new hymnal
it was stated that this is a hymnal with
an ample number of unfamiliar songs
for the local congregation to learn. So
here is the question: Should a hymnal

contain the songs a congregation
KNOWS or the songs a congregation
SHOULD know? The obvious answer
is "both"; but as I browsed through
GREAT SONGS, I was overwhelmed
with the great number of songs in that
second category. I think the reason
that Alton Howard's SONGS OF THE
CHURCH has been so popular is that it
is indeed the "songs of the church."
Regular Church of Christ people know
a great percentage of the songs in that
book. As I thumbed through the first
one-hundred songs of Howard's book,
I recognized 63% of the hymns. In the
first one-hundred songs of CREA T
SONGS I knew only slightly over half.
The philosophy of the ACU hymnal
seems to be to give the people only the
songs they SHOULD sing rather than
containing all the songs the people
want to sing.
Adding new songs to our repertoire
is an important concept; but in our
current need for sensational worship
services, few leaderships want to spend
their valuable worship time learning
notes. As more choirs, small singing
groups and soloists are being added to
our worship assemblies, new vistas of
musical worship can be introduced to
and enjoyed by the worshipers.
However, it seems to me that a hymnal
should be a practical collection of
familiar songs that the whole church
can share rather than a challenging exercise in mastering new material for the
sake of classicism.

(Missing Jewel, continued from page 8)
Periodicals about worship are an ongoing means of
educating ministers and laypeople. There are some
long-established
ecumenical
publications.
Evangelicals never seem to contribute to them and
probably few subscribe. But, so far, no evangelical
alternative has appeared.
Finally, evangelicals need workshops that can help
remedy deficiencies in seminary training and keep
ministers current. The Lutherans held 750 workshops
to help introduce the 1978 Lutheran Book of Worship. That involved a great deal of work but was
necessary for worship changes to be understood and
well used.

A

revolution in worship has swept through much
of Christianity
in recent decades.
In many
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ways, it has brought the churches of the world closer
to their origins in the worshiping church of the New
Testament. Evangelicals ought to rejoice in these
changes but have, for the most part, been content to
pass by on the other side. It is time for them to
acknowledge that church growth must be growth in
depth as well as in numbers. Evangelicals must make
a serious commitment to worship reform and not
leave it to Roman Catholics and other Protestants.
And there is no better way to begin than by making
worship more scriptural. The time is now; no further
hesitation can be excused. --------____________
MISSION

PLEASE SEND
SUBSCRIPTIONS NOW!

_

A Word For Our Ti01es
Race Relations: A Polyfocal Conspectus
I remember Dr. Pierce for two
reasons: I felt he deprived me of the
grade I earned; and he gave me as good
an off-the-cuff definition of education
as I have ever heard. He said that "A
meaningful education is one in which
you learn to look at issues from a
variety of vantage points." I suppose I
have never looked at any issue quite
the same since. I now have a better expression for that process (borrowed
from Joseph Schwabb)-"A
polyfocal
conspectus."
I introduce this concept in order to
update some of my thinking about "the
white-black" problem. I don't read, or
even hear much about prejudice and
racism any more. I know it is not
because we have put much of a dent in,
much less solved, our problems. I am
unconvinced much of anything good
has "trickled down" to the socialeconomic level where racism rears its
ugly face in the daily lives of people.
Perhaps it was more than could have
been expected for one generation to
quit using the language of racism in its
daily public life and to desegregate, if
not integrate,
our schools
and
churches. But it seems to me that
despite the church growth studies that
indicate socially and ethnically homogeneous churches grow in size the best,
we need diversity more than ever.
I believe I originally came to this
conclusion because of my religious
education. The teaching I received and
the Bible reading I did, made it rather
apparent to me there was a conflict of
good and evil in the world and that
racism was one of the most obvious
vestiges of sin. In my Masters thesis I
reviewed scriptures on sin and love
that pertained to prejudice and racism,
documenting why such attitudes were
wrong and what we might do about it.
Ten years later I believe the findings
and conclusions are, unfortunately,
virtually as relevant as ever. What has
changed?
In retrospect, I now have a deeper
appreciation of how that involvement
in inner city, multi-ethnic settings
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changed and enriched my life to an extent that it feels as if it changed a twodimensional
world into a threedimensional one. I suppose this is best
symbolized by the appreciation of different foods I have developed since I
left college. What did I eat before such
delights as sushi, Kimchi, chao shu
baas, toastadas, lumpias, and curry?
The wealth and variety of foods,
however, only suggests the profound
impact I believe multi-ethnic experiences had on me. What I was really
developing was a "polyfocal conspectus" that helped me look much more
effectively at issues from other people's
shoes, from their vantage points.
My Christian parents had always
taught me to appreciate, not judge, dif-

from me might view the same issue.
Because of this advantage I think I
have improved perspective.
The shortstop lets a routine ground
ball go right between his legs. Two
runs score. The shortstop grins. One of
my best and longest-time friends has
called me the most competitive person
he has ever known. I want to strangle
the shortstop, who in other games has
been the most valuable player. You
don't grin in defeat-you
should suffer. The audacity of this player (from a
different cultural group) to smile. But I
know that he smiles as a sign of embarrassment and that we both suffer in our
own ways. It's the stuff of championships. The team is richer, better
because we have learned to be more in-

ferences. So I had a good start in not
assigning people different from myself
to deficit roles. I did not make the
mistake
some white educational
psychologists have made in conducting
formal interviews with black children
and concluding the language of blacks
is inferior. (Black psychologists in nonformal settings have found "they have
the same basic vocabulary, possess the
same capacity for conceptual learning,
and use the same logic as anyone else
who learns to speak and understand
English" (W. Labov, 1973).
I was open to appreciating differences. Because of it, I believe I better
understand the scriptural promise of
"abundant" living. And I am smarter
because, when confronted by an issue,
I am better able to view it as I think
people in some ways very different

elusive instead of exclusive.
But what is the downside of this
arguably improved perspective? Alas,
one of the unfortunate, unanticipated
outcomes of having experienced what I
consider to be a much richer tapestry
of God's Kingdom is that it is very
difficult to sit through homogenous
church services with the same sermons,
songs, prayers, orders of worship, and
people too nearly alike. Where's the
excitement of Pentecost with people of
all nations responding to the gospel
call? I hope our children don't die of
boredom as church growth people advise us to keep it homogeneous. Christian messages, Christian parents,
Christian
friends
of differing
backgrounds cause me to long for the
fullness of God's Kingdom.
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By Norman L. Parks

The Mutilated Chapter
Perhaps the Spanish donkey stumbled, causing the rider, busy marking
off Ephesians into chapters and verses,
to mutilate the chapter on "Submission." At least there must be some explanation as to how it happened that
one of the most closely knit themes
ever penned by the Apostle Paul
became tragically severed, with loss of
meaning.
His subject, as we have suggested,
was "Submission." The unit opens
with a grand and sweeping topic
sentence: "Submit to one another out
of reverence for Christ." No other New
Testament verse more aptly sets the
atmosphere of a Christian community;
it is so totally inclusive.
The Apostle then proceeds in six
sub-units
to make his subject
applicable to each social group in the
ecclesia: (1) "Wives, submit to your
husbands
as to the Lord."
(2)
"Husbands, love your wives as Christ
loved the church and gave himself up
for her." (3) "Children, obey your
parents in the Lord, for this is right."
(4) "Fathers, do not exasperate your
children; instead, bring them up in the

training and instruction of the Lord."
(5) "Slaves, obey your earthly masters
... just as you would obey Christ." (6)
"Masters, treat your slaves in the same
way ... since you know that he who is
both their master and yours' in
heaven."

Here we have a community in
mutual submission, everything
voluntary
in reverence for
Christ.
Each of these units is a development
of the great topic sentence. Each calls
for submission, the ultimate example
being Christ's submission of his very
life-wives to husbands, husbands to
wives, children to parents, fathers to
children, slaves to masters, masters to
slaves, and all out of reverence for
Christ.
"Wait a minute," an objector cries,
"Paul doesn't tell husbands to submit
to their wives, but to love them. He
can love them while still being boss."
The Apostle took care of this objection
by saying that husbands must love

Walls and Waves
Walk along the beach. Step into the
waves. These gently soothing folds of
the sea have been lapping along the
shore since the planet's earliest days.
The waves' hypnotic dance reflects the
rhythmic
cycles of the physical
universe;
it also reflects
the
metaphysical nature of Truth.
We have opportunities to meet
many faces of Truth every day. They
may jump out suddenly after periods
of introspection and contemplation;
they may greet us during our interactions with people around us; they may
emerge slowly through a protracted
dilemma, or in the fallout of a crisis.
Whatever their origin, the faces stare
us down at eye-level every moment.
We need be willing only to sustain the
contact and recognize them when we
meet them again.
Likewise, through many means,
Truth laps as waves at our shore each
day. Ordinary situations give us plenty
of chances to wade into the waters and
learn more of what really is. The true
believer has no qualms over venturing
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their wives as Christ loved the church,
a love which was the ultimate in submission.
"You overlook one critical statement
in your so-called mutilated chapter,"
the critic cries in triumph. "Paul says
the husband is the head of the wife as
Christ is the head of the church. That
settled the matter as to rank." By no
means. The word ''head" here means
"source" or "origin." It has nothing to
do with hierarchy or rank. Adam was
the source of Eve. Christ is the source
of the church. The Apostle disposed of
headship as authority in 1 Corinthians
11:12. Christ is not only the head
(origin) of the church, He is also Lord.
The husband is not Lord.
What a beautiful picture of the
church community emerges in the
severed chapter of Ephesians 5:21-6:9!
Here we have a community in mutual
submission, everything voluntary in
reverence for Christ. It is not a body of
Indians and chiefs, or subordination
and superordination, either in homes
or at work or when assembled for
mutual support.

By Chuck Bryant
away from the security of the shore.
Indeed, this sort of person has a compulsive urge to do so. No matter what
may be "out there," the searcher is
curious, eager to deal with it. An internal need to encounter the mysteries
shoves all other concerns aside as one
walks forward with face set unflinchingly toward the unknown.
But most people have little interest
in probing questions of origin and
destiny. Rather than confidently stepping out into the waves, most of us
actually desire even to wall the waves
off, to establish huge defensive structures against reality, to play games, to
quibble over personalities and politics
and customs. The intent? To avoid the
full magnitude of--and responsibility
for-one's being here.
The ocean is understood not as sub-

tie pulsations on the shore, but as
hostile, threatening whitewater. The
walls go up: seeing one's work as an
end within itself; cultivating a peer
group compatible primarily with one's
racial, socio-economic, and cultural
backdrop; hooking into superficially
compatible relationships which provoke no growth in one's ideas or interests and provide no impetus to
cultivate the potentials of one's personality; compulsively
storing of
possessions, and financial sandbagging
beyond realistic need. Through worship of such facades and whims, life is
diluted to a lukewarm reflection of
what could be. Reality-fearers settle
down in the middle of the road. Conformity and pleasantry are revered as
the socially palatable norm. The uncertainty of facing the oceans directly is

SPEAKERS OF A WORD FOR MAY: Michael D. Gose is Chair of the Social
Science/Teacher Education Division at Pepperdine University. Norman L.
Parks is a retired Professor of Political Science at Murfreesboro State Univer·sity, Murfreesboro, Tennessee. Chuck Bryant is a Guidance Counselor in
Dade County, Florida.

minimized or suppressed altogether.
Mediocrity displaces idealism.
Waves break steadily against the
walls. Over and over. Moment after
moment. Hour after hour. Day after
day. Year in and year out through
one's lifespan, and throughout the
unlimited echoes of eternity.
How long can these man-made walls
withstand the ocean? These waters are
determined; they will inevitably erode
the most massive walls, whether over
moments or centuries. No finite, mortal structure can withstand the repercussive force of the Absolute. Each
wave is a simple call: "Come."
The hiders can hear. They do
understand
their position.
Subconsciously they know that staying
behind the walls is betrayal of personhood. Further, since the walls
gradually deteriorate under the water's
unflagging
influence,
they need
periodic restoration. Some will be
modified cosmetically; few are ever
actually
destroyed.
With these
reminders of how useless and inappropriate the walls are, does anyone
then choose to join the intrepid seekers
offshore?
Hardly.
The old world hastens neurotically
to rebuild what is crumbling. Having
to do this over and over doesn't deter
them. They insist that new walls must
be designed, that the old walls must be
extended, that they must be higher,
and thicker, and more elaborate. This
course of action appears safer and
more convenient, thus making more
sense to them than accepting the risks
of self-exploration.
Oddly enough, no matter how grandiose the wall, the surf seems to roar
more loudly as more walls go up. The
hiders try to ignore it. They divert

their attention to other games behind
the wall. There is no shortage of games
behind the wall. (There is nothing but
games behind the wall.)
A rare individual will cast away
from the group's babblings, no longer
content
to mimic
their
trite
culturalisms and humanish placebos.
He may at first be overwhelmed by the
apparent noise of the surf. But an odd
thing happens as one leaves the shore:
the tumult dissipates.
A unique
quietness, not readily describable,
becomes evident. The waves are still
all around but they no longer seem
threatening; they actually seem to
effect silence. The farther one goes into
the deep, the richer the serenity.
The greater the risk, the greater the
peace-despite
whatever may be imagined through the nearsighted eyes of
the landlocked.
This face of truth appears: The
uproar is not actually of the ocean, but
of the land. More precisely, it is like
the thunder which occurs when a cold
front meets a warm front. The disturbance is the clash where ocean meets
land: the clash of infinite and finite,
eternal and temporal, reality and illusion, depth and surface.
The seeker who deliberately concen-
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trates all passion and devotion on the
uncovering of Absolute Truth realizes
a resplendent inner calm, knowing that
the din exists only in the deluded imaginings of those who reject the quest
for Reality, who apprehensively cling
to the assumed stability of terra firma.
Living on the surface.
Living not by what is consistent and
enduring, but by what is fashionable
and popular; not by what speaks of integrity and quality, but by what
whines for the pleasant and easily
grasped; not by the invigorating
challenge of delving into new and
uncertain possibilities, but by a fetal
attachment to the secure and predictable; not by a voracious appetite for
intellectual and introspective stimulation, but by a nauseous disdain of it;
not by an eager cultivation of clearer
vision, but by myopic apathy; but by a
firm stand for the absolutes of
goodness and beauty, but by relativist
ambivalence; not by a consuming zeal
to conquer obstacles, but by a
pathetic, abhorrent rationalization of
being "only human."
Living superficially.
The appropriate response is simply
to renounce the walls, sit down at the
shoreline, and relax. The waves
natural process takes over. Each time
they wash over the sand where the
searcher sits, he is gently carried along.
At just the right pace he is conveyed into the water. With each repetition of
the cycle, he is more and more
submerged in Reality. And finally,
being completely engulfed by the
waves, he is placidly carried away
from the land, its crowds, its games,
and its walls, toward the yet uncharted
depths. Toward peace.
Walk along the beach.
Step into the waves.

TX 75062.
OUR
APOLOGIES-George
Ewing's hymn "Lamb of God,"
published in the April issue is included
in Great Songs of the Church, Revised,
as "Sin Sorrow of Six Thousand
Years." Unaware of this, we did not
obtain permission but have since
cleared it with the ACU Press, who
now holds the copyright.
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It seems to me that God speaks in a special voice in the backcountry.

Billy's Gone Again
By DON WILLERTON

Rumor has it that my good friend Billy is in his
second childhood. Some people seem to disapprove
of this; so maybe I can help by shedding a little light
on the matter, since I was there when it all started.
It all began with Billy's daughter, about six years
ago. When she was away at college, she got involved
with a group of young people who were going
backpacking in Colorado during the summer. Well,
she went, and having done it once, she couldn't stand
not to do it again the next summer. So she enthused a
bunch of the local kids into like passions, and this is
where Billy and I came in-these
kids needed
transportation.
Now as long as we were going to make the trip, it
seemed appropriate for Billy and me to make the
backpacking trip as well. So we joined what is called
Wilderness Trek. This is an outfit that takes
teenagers (both sexes) into the Colorado backcountry
and teaches them hiking, camping, and climbing
skills in a spiritual environment of adventuring. You
understand, of course, that it was purely my feeling
of Christian duty that lead me to volunteer. The
advertisement picturing the Colorado wilderness sur-
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rounded by high mountain lakes, unimaginable
scenery, climbing mountains, rappelling off cliffs,
singing around the campfire, and being with skilled
people who could teach such things in a Christcentered environment had little effect on me other
than making it sound mildly interesting. The ugly
stories about me drooling when asked to help are absolutely untrue.
It took two days of hiking to get to "high camp" in
a place called Chicago Basin, just north of Durango,
Colorado. High camp is the camp from which we
day-hiked to various areas for our activities. We
actually rode the Durango-Silverton Narrow Gauge
Railway halfway to Silverton and were dropped at
the side of the tracks. From there we hiked to high
camp. The hardest thing about this part of the trip
was getting over the feeling that I wasn't supposed to
be there in the first place. I mean, there was this wild,
crashing, thrashing river, freezing cold, and thundering away right next to the trail. And everywhere you
looked were these distant, craggy, jagged peaks,
coming out of tree-covered valley walls shooting up
from the river. I was doing this? Real adventurers,
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real outdoor people, real pioneers did this, not me.
And the Mickey Mouse on my shirt didn't help
either.
The first day after reaching high camp we learned
some basic rock climbing techniques, and then took
to rappelling down a 200 foot cliff. Now, one might
ask why one would want to do this; hanging over 200
feet of nothing with only two ropes to hold onto
doesn't appear quite normal. My response is that one
isn't normal if one does this. It's discovering that one
is not normal that is half the fun.
I should interject here that ol' Billy was beginning
to look and act a little different. He seemed to sing
louder at the devotionals every night, seemed to
really enjoy those teenagers, began walking a little
faster (inappropriate for his almost half-century of
age), and grinned a lot. It seemed all right at the time.
The evening devotionals were just enthralling: you
haven't lived until you sing along with forty-eight
good, blending voices, at dusk, in front of a big fire,
surrounded by huge mountains-just
lifts your soul
to heaven's gate! And the daytimes were just as good,
providing delights for the eyes in the way that a good
symphony provides delights for the ears. So, 1 was
having a good time, and I just figured that he was
too.
The next day was the landmark experience of the
trip: a climb to the top of Mount Eolus-a
"fourteen'er" (a mountain that is taller than 14,000
feet). You can't actually see the top from the basin
floor; you just take it on faith that there actually is
one. Going up a mountain like Eolus is quite an
experience; and, although I still prefer escalators, it's
something that everyone ought to do at least once.
You will have learned a lot about yourself by the
time you get to the top, if you do, and maybe even
more, if you don't.
Just short of the peak-all 14,083 feet of it-I had,
for the twentieth time, calculated exactly how much
insurance money my wife would gain from my untimely death and was resenting her farewell smile.
Even my organs wouldn't be worth salvaging for
donation since most of what I had was currently failing. My knees were shaking, my lungs were raw, my
heart had stopped beating regularly at around 13,500
feet, my eyes were crossing, and I really needed to go
to the bathroom (there's not even a token bush above
timberline!). Still, I made that last hundred or so feet,
mostly because of Billy, who, from his lofty boulder
on the very top, kept calling down, "Well, I wonder
where ol' Donnie is?" That kept me going; I wanted
to kill him before I died.
Almost all of the group, about forty people, made
it to the top; and everyone was celebrating and taking pictures. As for me, the body recovered faster
than I expected (CPR can do wonders); but the mind

took a little longer. It was quiet. It was calm. And the
sun felt just right on my face. So, I sat, looked, and
listened. There was so much to look at, and so much
to take in; "immense" just isn't a big enough word,
and "awesome" isn't much better. All around were
hundreds of mountain peaks; jagged, craggy, razorback, tearing pieces of granite; huge piles and pieces
of weathered rock and rubble, in some cases covered
with snow and supporting an occasional windsculptured cornice. Down below, winter avalanches
had thrown rocks, trees, and dirt into a huge flow
pattern across the basin floor. And at the east end of
the basin were two still-frozen lakes that fed several
waterfalls, which then fed the raging river whose
sight we had grown accustomed to.
Then came the time to go down. And I thought
that going up was tough! You never realize what a
crucial muscle lies on top of your shinbone until
you've walked down a 2400-feet incline. If Billy
hadn't been promising me his extra candy bar, I
would have seriously considered taking the oath of
Benedict and staying half-way down that mountain
for the rest of my life.
This trek ended, as all treks do, with a big banquet
back in town, prior to which everybody gets the first
hot shower in five days. The banquet food was
outstanding; all of the new songs learned were
repeated, funny and serious times remembered,
addresses exchanged, humble prayers said, hugs
given and received, tears shed, and last goodbyes
waved.
I think that people are wrong about Billy's being in
his second childhood. True, he's doing different
things from those he used to do, but I don't honestly
think that he's changed much on the inside. It's more

It isn't just relaxation, or just "getting away from it all"; it's
more an act of surrendering.
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that he's just doing what's on the inside, rather than
what's on the outside. You see, five years this side of
Eolus Billy finished climbing his thirty-third
fourteen'er this summer and has another two years
before he figures to have climbed all fifty-four of Colorado's big ones. And in between all of those, he's
made it to the top of Mount Ranier and an
18,000-feet Mexican volcano. I won't even mention
rafting through the Grand Canyon, sailboating off
the coast of South America, or scuba diving in the
Gulf of Mexico. Let's just round it off to say that he's
busier than before. Status quo for the rest of us now
is that Billy's gone again.
And whatever is rumored about Billy is probably
rumored about me. I have just finished my fifth
summer of leading groups into the wilderness, passing on some things that I learned from others. And I
teach rock climbing and rappelling at Wilderness
Trek Leadership Training Seminars every spring. I'm
always looking for new people who have never been
or never done, especially those who think that only
"real" adventurers are entitled to go and to do.
It seems to me that God speaks in a special voice in
the backcountry. Or maybe it's just that we listen differently. Maybe it just takes being bone-tired and
hurting bad before we're ready to be content just to
sit, look, and listen. It could be that we're too used to
painted sunsets, calendar mountains, and windowed

scenery and forget that we're supposed to be in the
picture, not just looking at it.
My best explanation of why I keep wanting, in fact
needing, to go back to the wilderness comes from a
word given me by a dear friend. I asked her why she
goes, and she centered her thoughts on the idea of
absorption. The quiet, the peace, the wrap-around
constancy of sight and sound make her blend with
what she is in-absorbed
into the wilderness: a place
where she can lower the defenses, turn off the apprehension and fear built in by society, relax, and let
herself become identifiable with what's around her.
And it isn't just relaxation, or just "getting away
from it all"; it's more an act of surrendering.
I guess that I can go with that, having spent time
looking for better words and finding none. To complete the thought, it's while being absorbed that I
most readily learn from the wilderness. I learn about
priorities, about fear and responsibility, humility and
trust, and appropriate power and effort. Sit, listen,
absorb, learn.
I don't think there's any more hope of getting Billy
back to the living room couch than there is of my giving away my new backpacking stove. Once someone
has discovered the mountains, it's probably best just
to let it be and live with it.

Don Willerton was trained as a physicist, works as a computer
programmer, is a member of the Church of Christ in Los Alamos,
New Mexico, and is an avid outdoors enthusiast. The foregoing
parody is based on real life experiences of the author and one of his
good friends (whose name really is Billy, since it would be obvious
to those who know him, anyway).

Wilderness Trek is a physical-stress
camping
experience that uses God's classroom and interpersonal relationships to prepare young people for dealing with the wilderness of society. Wilderness Trek is
operated by Bobby and Jolene Wood, P.O. Box 402,
Twin Lakes, CO 80251, 303-486-0210.
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By LAURENCE C. KEENE

W

alking the trails of Bethany one feels the
heritage of Alexander Campbell, the sage of
Bethany. The voice of Barton W. Stone is heard
again when standing under the trees of Cane Ridge.
"Wrestling With God" captures these experiences.
"Wrestling With God" is a one-hour movie depicting the years from Barton W. Stones' 1801 revival
meetings through the entrance upon the American
scene of Thomas and Alexander Campbell to the
union of the Stone and Campbell movements in
1832. It portrays the Campbells, Stone, Walter Scott,
Raccoon John Smith and others on the American
frontier. It uses documented historical material in a
fast-moving, entertaining production.
"Wrestling With God" is not a dated motion picture. It will be as effective in the 21st century as it is
today. In telling its story it shares with viewers the
passion of our early leaders for a church open to all
believers. It will be a powerful evangelistic tool when
released. It can be projected in theaters, on television, in churches and will also be available in video
cassettes.
The film is a creation of three "children of the 60s"
who "wrestled" with the same great issues the leaders
of our movement faced over a century ago. They
spent months in research and consultation with
Laurence C. Keene is Professor of Sociology at Pepperdine University and Minister for The Little Brown Church in the Valley, North
Hollywood, California.

scholars in the Restoration Movement-people
like
Frank Pack and Jerry Rushford at Pepperdine
University, Ronald E. Osborn and Lester McAllister
at Claremont, Howard E. Short in St. Louis, Bill J.
Humble and Richard T. Hughes at Abilene. Drafts of
the script were sent to leaders and historians in all
three branches of the movement. Each of the twenty
scholars who assisted the undertaking endorsed the
much-needed project!
The writers, Carole Leigh, Toni Wilkes, and
Jeanne Lange have given more than two years in
creation and promotion of "Wrestling With God" to
"rekindle the brushfire of the Spirit!" Carole Leigh
and Toni Wilkes are professional writers. Jeanne
Lange is an actress who began her career at the age of
fourteen when she appeared on Broadway in 'The
Sound of Music." She is serving as Producer for
"Wrestling With God." All three writers are deeply
involved in the life and leadership of the First Christian Church of North Hollywood, California. Their
commitment has inspired the support of professionals in all areas of film production which is allowing this $2,500,000 movie to be made with a budget
of only $250,000. Among those contributing their
efforts to the film is David Haskell, chosen to portray
Alexander Campbell. David Haskell starred in the
Broadway and film version of "Godspell." He has
since performed in productions of Shakespeare on
Broadway and in many movies. He is an elder in his
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congregation and active in its program.
"Wrestling With God" will be made when the
budget is met. Gifts from individuals and churches
are being received now and have ranged from $5.00
to $10,000. To date, $75,000 has been received. Support is from those who share the vision of a church
with "no creed but Christ!" Support is from those
who recognize the power of the medium of film in

relaying the faith of our fathers. Support is from
those who celebrate our heritage!
This grass-roots, person-to-person project needs
your help, your prayers and your financial support.
Tax deductible gifts to the project can be made to:
The Stone-Campbell Film Project, 3600 Berry Drive,
Studio City, California, 91604.
·--·-·-·-·-----·'"------·------·------MISSION

(Hymns, continued from page 12)

of devotional biblical readings. These 114 readings
were chosen to fit with the hymns of particular sections of the hymnal and numbered along with the
hymns for ease of congregation useal. Since the hymnal was arranged topically, it was a simple process to
choose readings from both the Old and New
Testaments (in a modified King James Version), then
fit them in as page fillers rather than trying to find
one line or two line hymns to fill blank sections. This
is the one component in Great Songs, Revised which
has been universally accepted and acclaimed.
The finished hymnal was presented to the public at
the Abilene Christian University Lectureship in
February, 1986. Great Songs of the Church, Revised
was published with pale tan paper; large, readable
notefaces and text type; and a bonded leather cover
in Burgundy (maroon), Natural Leather (light
brown), and Blue (of course!).
It was an immediate success, with such comments
as the one from an experienced preacher who said,
"This is the finest piece of devotional literature the
Churches of Christ have ever produced." The price,
while
slightly
above
prevailing
prices
for
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brotherhood
hymnals,
is considerably
below
equivalent hymnals. At less than nine dollars for a
leather-bound book with marker, it is a rare bargain.
As I finish this article, over 20,000 copies have been
sold in its first year; and a new printing has been
ordered (where most of the glitches have been corrected!). Congregations
from Massachusetts
to
California and from Texas to Wisconsin have purchased them.
Great Songs of the Church, Revised covers eleven
centuries of texts and eight centuries of music. It has
been specifically edited and prepared for use by
Churches of Christ. Our people have unique musical
requirements and that requires a unique hymnal.
Every note, every word was scrutinized to make it
the finest product possible for use by a worshiping
Christian.
The editorial staff realizes there are gaps. A truly
complete hymnal would probably be a three-volume
work costing fifty dollars. Until that comes along,
possibly the new Old Blue will do the job.
MISSION

Have you ever contemplated the astonishing idea
that God trusts us to do his work in the world?
Indeed He has given us the glorious privilege of being
incarnations of Christ's love as He was the incarnation of God's love in a love-starved world. As
Michael Quoist says it (Christ Is Alive), we are "invited to participate, as a friend and brother or sister,
in the mission entrusted to Jesus by the Father."
Others too have spoken appealingly of this facet of
our relationship with God:

To be sure, God does not need us in the way that we
need him; yet his love cannot be poured out unless
there is a response in us.
Many of us perhaps long for some dramatic
witness. The truth is, however, that for the most part
we are embodiments of his Spirit in the ordinary
places, in those areas where our lives touch the lives
of others, where God has placed us and using the
gifts he has given us.
Elton Trueblood has pointed out that "there are
people for whom you hold the keys of the kingdom"
and if you don't use the keys, nobody else will. It
may be the actual moment of bringing someone into
the kingdom, it may be a moment of great insight
when all of life opens up when you are sharing
together, it may be a moment of crisis, it may be an
introduction to Jesus through your love, it may be a
healing moment.

Jesus was not always "going out of his way" to
look for somebody to serve. He just "seems to have
walked along and helped the people in his path. He
was always focused on doing God's will and going
where God led him" (Keith Miller, in The Taste of
New Wine). We have to conclude that it was by
doing this that He was doing God's will. It must
follow then that if we are to continue his work, if we
are to be incarnations of his love, we will live our
lives in the same way. Thus do we become the '1oving concern of God in action."
It is helpful to note that the Samaritan's response
to the beaten-up man was from deep within. It was
the very nature of his life to respond to deep and obvious needs he met daily. The Priest and Levite had
failed to respond to a situation right on the path in
front of them. The man had not been robbed over on
the Damascus freeway but right there on the Jericho
road where they were walking. They, who were
among God's chosen, were unwilling to be instruments of his love and care. Since God has complimented us by asking us to be channels of his love
in our day and generation, dare we pass by on the
other side?
Is it not an incredible thought that God needs us?
In I and Thou Martin Buber speaks to this thought in
a beautiful way:

Al~h~ugh what we do may seem small and insignificant, when taken up into the stream of God's
love, our little personal stores of faith and action
become greater than we could ever imagine. They
become, as Samuel Shoemaker has phrased it (With
the Holy Spirit and with Fire), "a sacramental channel for the Spirit of God to use."
-BLH
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